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POST-FLOOD RESCUE MISSION BY NADA’S ANTI-DRUGS SQUAD SPREADS 
THROUGH ENTIRE COUNTRY 

 

Post-flood rescure mission which is moved by National Anti-drugs Agency (NADA) through 

NADA’s Anti-drugs Squad spreads out through entire country specifically in badly affected 

states caused by the catastrophe.  

 
The initiative is one of the corporate social responsibility in effort to help and ease the 

burden faced by flood victims following the continuous heavy rain within 24 hours since last 

December 17th, 2021.  

 
The early phase of this post-flood rescue humanity mission by NADA’s Anti-drugs Squad is 

done around Kuala Lumpur and Selangor especially in Klang, Shah Alam and Hulu Langat 

areas.  

 
Nevertheless, following the flood event which has occured in several states and based on 

the value of care and humanity, NADA’s Anti-drugs Squad immediately spreads out for post-

flood vounteering works.  

 
For the record, up until last January 6th, approximately around 475 volunteers of NADA’s 

Anti-drugs Squad are moved around throughout the entire country to carry out post-flood 

rescue mission involving several areas in Klang Valley, Selangor, Pahang, Negeri Sembilan, 

Perak and Kelantan.  

 
For Anti-drugs Squad in Seberang Prai Tengah Pulau Pinang, though the area is not affected 

by flood, community service remains being carried out in which Anti-drugs Squad in that 

area is moved to affected states such as Bentong, Pahang and Taman Sri Muda, Shah Alam, 

Selangor.  

 
Besides that, NADA Kedah’s Anti-drugs Squad also takes the initiative in joining to carry out 

the post-flood rescue mission in Temerloh, Pahang which is also joined by YB Dato’ Sri Dr 

Haji Ismail bin Haji Mohamed Said, Deputy Minister of Home Affairs I.  



 

Besides cleaning operation around the affected areas and residences, YB Dato’ Sri Dr Haji 

Ismail together with NADA’s Anti-drugs Squad also distribute goods to 300 families. This 

includes, monetary aid for orphans, converts and teachers of Kelas al-Quran and Fardhu Ain 

(KAFA).  

 
Not only proactive in adding the numbers of volunteer, Anti-drugs Squad’s strength remains 

being amplified specifically involving on-standby-mode aspect, systematic job scope and 

necessities preparation according to the situation of affected areas caused by the 

catastrophe.  

 
Therefore, NADA really encourages the public to join Anti-drugs Squad in order to 

strengthen the role of community to always help each other in conveying anti-drugs 

campaign as well as contributing devotion in humanity service.  

 

It is hoped that through this small gesture, Anti-drugs Squad stays proactive in gathering 

energies to carry out cleaning operation in flood’s affected residences, as well as helping 

them through distribution of food supplies, basic necessities and moral support.  

 
Hence, anybody who is interested in joining Anti-drugs Squad can now register through 

online platform by scanning the QR code or by clicking  the link to registration form, 

https://forms.gle/Ca8N75os6HSGXZxP9 which is stamped on all media social platforms of 

NADA.  
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